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A point-kinetics model has been used to investigate the effect of the amount of the auxiliary power and
theenergyof the injected neutral beam on the dynamics of the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor(ITER). Four different confinement scaling have been tried. A multigroup slowing down method
isfollowedto consider the finite thermalization time of the fusion fast a-particles and the injected neutral
beamparticles. The analysis shows the ability of the reactor to approach a steady state operation. An

. auxiliaryheating scenario of 20 MW, 1.3 MeV neutral beam allows a steady state operation without
violatingthe beta limit . The analysis also shows the sensitivity of the reactor dynamics to the
confmementscaling. It has also been shown that the reactor power can be increased by increasing the rate
ofthe injected fuel but varying the energy of the injected fuel does not affect the reactor power. .
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electron density, cm-3
thermal D- T ion density, cm-3
thermal a-particle density, cm-3

ion and electron temperatures, KeV
energy confinement time for ions,
electrons and a-particles, sec
particle confinement time for ions and a-
particles, sec
energy of the injected neutral beam, keV
minor radius, m
major radius, m
aspect ratio = Ria
confining magnetic field strength, Tesla
tokamak safety factor
elongation
average reflectivity to microwaves of the
surfaces facing the plasnia
plasma current, MA
isotopic mass number
elongation at the x-point
deuterium mass, gm
tritium mass, gm
neutron mass, gm
a-particle mass, gm

Although it is not clear at this time whether the first
generation reactors will be pulsed or steady state
systems, it is expected that some of them at some point
will operate in a steady state mode. For such systems,
the question of dynamics is very important.

Bian [1] developed a simplified approach to
determine the dynamic and stability properties in a
fusion system. His approach is based on the
determination of the system transfer functions. He did
not consider the slowing down neither of the fusion
fast a-particles nor of the injected neutral beam
particles. He restricted his analysis to a tokamak-type
system that follows a trapped ion scaling law. Oda et
al. [2] examined the dynamic behavior and
controllability of fast-tission D-T tokamak hybrid
reactors. A hybrid reactor is a reactor concept which
contains fissionable materials in its blanket surrounding
the plasma. He calculated the evolution of
plasmalblanket parameters by considering the slowing
down of a-particles. Recently, the dynamic behavior of
tokamaks have been examined [3-5] in order to study
the characteristic thermal instability of the tokamak
reactor as well as the effectiveness of different burn
control methods to stabilize the thermal tluctuations.

In this paper, we investigate the dynamics of a
tokamak reactor by solving the dynamic equations



which govern the temporal behavior of the fusion
system. The finite thermalization time of the fusion fast
a-particles as well as of the injected neutral beam
particles is taken into account by applying a
mHxtigroup slowing down method. As will be seen,
the different terms in the dynamic equations depend
nonlinearly on the plasma parameters. In addition, the
dynamic behavior of the system is very sensitive to the
confinement scaling considered. Section 2 contains the
dynamic model of a fusion system as well as the
method of solving the time-dependent dynamic
equations. Section 3 applies the model to the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) to investigate the effect of the amount of the
auxiliary power and energy of injected fuel on the beta,
the output power as well as on the plasma parameters
such as density and temperature. The conclusions of
this study are contained in Section 4.

The dynamic equations of a fusion system with
confined plasma are given as [2-4].
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In this model, the fusion plasma is described by a
mean concentration Ilj, and a mean temperature T· for
each species followed in the reactor. In Eqs.(I)-(4~,the
energy-averaged fusion reaction rate < (]V> is given
by [6]

Figure (1) contains the plot of < (TV> versus'
temperature.
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Figure 1. < (]V > versus ion temperature.

The rate of energy transfer from the therm~
particles to the electrons can be written as [6]

n n (T -T )
W =2.7 * 10-12 e ~ ~ e KeV /cm3sec

~e 3/2 ITe

while the rate of the energy transfer from thermali~
to electrons can be written as [6]

n n.(T -To)
-W .=W. =-5.1 * 10-13 e 1 e 1 KeV/em!

el Ie 3/2Te

P = 3 3 * 10-15 n 2 Z T 112 KeV/cm3 seeB' e e ,

where z= L ~z~/L n·z· is an average ch3l1
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number in the plasma.



The synchrotron radiation loss rate takes the
followingforms [6]

[ ]

0.5l-R
Ps=4.1*103ne°.5Te2B2.5 aAe KeV/cm3sec\

forTe< 50 KeV, and

[ ]

0.5l-RP = 70 n 0.5T 2.8 B2.5 e KeV/cm3 secsee""""'iA '
forTe> 50 KeV.

Theohmic heating term is given by <" j2> [5,7]
KeY/cm3sec where." is the Spitzer resistivity.
Thedifferentparticle and energy confinement times
willbediscussed in Section 3.
Theterms Pai and Pae are the a-particle slowing

downpowerdensity on ions and electrons respectively.
Theyare calculated taking into account the finite
thermalizationtime of the fusion born a-particles.
Neglectingthe loss of fast a-particles during slowing
down,dispersion in energy space and interactions
betweenfast a-particles, the slowing down equation for
fasta-particlescan be written as [2]

in. (E,t) = s.(E,t) + ~[E~) (E,t)n. (E,t>], (5)
~ ·.11

wherena(E,t) is the energy distribution function of fast

a-particlesand IdE) (E,t) the average energy loss
dt .,Ii

perunittime [8-10] on plasma species (J.
[Thea-particle source distribution, Sa{E,t), is taken as
tll]

S (E,t)=~ ~<(Jv>eXP[-PM(~-v )2],
G 4m. v0 ~ -;- ~ m. 0

m +m 2m
~here~A1= D T and Vo = • Q with Q

2k~ m«(m. +m,)
b 17.58MeV. ~Eq.(5) intOOdav.iEg"'l~E~Eg'

ve obtain the following multigroup slowing down
uations

where n: is the density of a-particles in group g

(g= 1,2,... , G) and S: their source. The quantity

't~J"'lis defined by [2]

Using the multigroup quantities, we can express the
source of thermalized a-particles and slowing-down
power densities as follows:

where Eg is the arithmetic mean energy of the group
g. The group G is the lowest energy group and
BG = G + 1 is the background ion population.

The auxiliary power term Paux is assumed to be
supplied by high energy neutral beams and therefore is
calculated taking into account the finite thermalization
time of the fast ions. A treatment similar to that of the
slowing down of the fast fusion a-particles is followed
to obtain the power imparted to the electrons and the
ions, Paux e and Paux i respectively, as well as the
source of the thermal D-T ions, Si'

To preserve the quasineutrality property of the
plasma, the electron density is given by

Impurities are ignored in this model.
Eqs. (1)- (4) are a set of simultaneous nonlinear first

order differential equations which can be integrated
numerically to give the time dependence of the plasma
parameters (ni' na, Ti, and TJ. In this work, the



numerical integration was performed using Runge-
Kutta method [12].

Released in each D-T reaction are a 3.5 MeV a-
particle which is confined by the magnetic field and a
14.1 MeV neutron which escapes from the plasma and
is absorbed in the neutron blanket. Since the a-
particles are thermalized inside the reactor core and
neglecting the energy multiplication obtained from
breeding tritium in the neutron blanket, we can write
the reactor power output as

1 2Pn = - ni < (JV > Qn V,
4

where V = 2 ~ a3 A /( is the plasma volume and
Qn = 14.1 MeV.

The model has been applied to the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) [13-15].
In this work, we adopt the physics phase parameters
which are summarized in Table (1). As auxiliary
heating a scenario of 75 MW, 1.3 MeV neutral beam
was proposed. For the confinement laws, we used four
different scaling which are:

1. ITER(89) L-mode power law confinement scaling
T~ER89-p:0.048Io.85R 1.2a0.3~Ol Bo.2(Ai"x/p)0.5sec.

2. ITER(89) L-mode off-set linear confinement scaling
ITER89-OL -0 064Io.8R 1.6 0.6 -o.6nO.35 A?·2 0.5/PTE - . a ~o.a 1 "x

+0.0410.5 RO.3 aO.8 A
j
°.5K~·6 see.

3. ITER ELM-free H-mooe Gonfinementscaling
T~90-R (ELM _free)=O.06410'''''R.rflllaO.13~09Bo.1S~G.5~36p -Ulse

4. ITER ELMy H-mode confinement scaling
TE(ELM YH-mode) - 0.75TE(ELMfreeH -mode)

Z Pa + Pa + POHV - Pred' ~o is the el
density in 1~ m-3. In the calculations, I, Ai ana
are set equal to 22 MA, 2.5 and 2.22 respectively.
each one of the above confinement scaling, Tpa and
are set equal to 10 TEwhile TEi, TEe and TEa are
equal to TE'

The simulation starts at an operating point within~
range of values proposed for ITER J13-15] namely
T· = Te = 10 KeV, De= 7.5*101 cm-3, 1\ = 6.1
1013cm-3 and na = 3.75*1012 cm-3, this correspolll
to a thermal a-particle concentration no/De= 5%.
group structure, consisting of 10 groups divided'
equal energy width above Ec :;:: 3 Ti up to 6 MeV
the fast fusion a-particles and up to Vi for the injecti
neutral beam, is adopted in the multigroup slow~
down method.
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Figure 2. Thermal ion density versus time for diffem
values of Paux'

The value of the auxiliary power, Paux' has bell
perturbed keeping Vi equal to 1.3 MeV. The plaslTi
parameters as well as the reactor power have bell
plotted versus time for a period of 80 see. Thesepllt
are shown in Figures (2-7) for the ELM-free H-!OOJi

confinement scaling. The figures show that the reacta
power and the plasma parameters tend to approad
steady state within this period of &0 sec. As canN
eXipected,increasing PllUX leads to an increase in theICi

and the electron temperatures. Figure (2) showsI
decrease in the thermal D-T ion density as PIIIi

increases. This behavior can be explained by tBi
dependence of < qv> on Ti. In the iQn tempera

where P is the net heating power in MW, defined as P
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rangeconsidered, < (JV> increases with Ti leading to
anincreasein the fusion rate and subsequently in the
rateof loss of the D-T thermal ions. In contradiction,
higherfusion rate means higher production of alpha
particles.This explains the increase of the a-particle
densitywith Paux observed in Figure (3).
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Figure3. Thermal a-particle density versus time for
differentvalues of PauX'
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Figure4. Ion temperature versus time for different
values of P auX'
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Figure S. Electron density versus time for different
values of Paux'
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Figure 6. Electron temperature versus time for
different values of Paux'

The peak observed in the reactor power, Pn, in
Figure (7) can be explained by the contradicting
behaviors of ~ and Ti shown in Figures (2) and (4)
respectively. As Ti increases with time, the fusion rate
increases leading to an increase in Pn but the observed
decrease in ~ with time causes Pn to decrease. Up to
about 20 sec, the effect of Ti dominates and Pn

increases while the effect of ~ dominates after that
causing the peak to appear. In Figure (8), the total beta
(f3total ={3thermttl+(3fast) is plotted versus time for
different values of PauX'
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Figure 7. Reactor power versus time for different
values of Paux (Vi = 1.3 MeV).
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Also shown on the same plot is the Troyonbeta limit
curve Went = 2.5 I1aB) [4]. It can be seen that the
decrease of Paux postpones the violation of the beta
limit and at P aux = 20 MW, the total beta does not
exceed this limit at all.

Figure (9) and (10) show the time dependence of the
reactor power and the total beta for different values of

Vi respectively keeping Paux equal to 20 MW. It can th
observed that Pnand f3total are not sensitivetothe ti
of Vi' This means that the dynamic of ITER isaffi th
mostly by the rate of injection of the neutralta e
particles not by the energy of the particles. th
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Figure 9. Reactor power versus time for diffm
values of Vi (Paux = 20 MW).
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Figure 10. Total beta versus time for differe
values of Vi'
The time evolution of the density of the dille

energy groups of the fast fusion a-particles aM
injected fast D-T ions is shown in Figure (11) and
respectively. Paux and Vi are set equal to 20 MW
1.3 MeV respectively. In both cases, group 1ref



thehighest energy group. In spite of the continuous
feedingof the fast ions in group I, Figure (12) shows
thatthe densities of the fast ions in the other groups
exceptgroup 10 are always higher than the density of
theions in' group 1. This can be explained by fast
thermalizationtimes due to collisions with electrons,
thermalD-T ions and thermal a-particles.

Figure (13) presents the time variation of the reactor
power for the different energy confmement scaling
considered taking P aux and Vi equal to 20 MW and 1.3
MeV respectively. As can be expected, Pn depends on
the scaling considered. The interruption of the curves
corresponding to the L-mode scaling indicates the
termination of the discharge at this time.
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Figure 11. Time variation of the density of the fast
fusion(X- particles in the different energy groups
(Paux = 20 MW, Vi = 1.3 MeV) .
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Figure 12. Time variation of the density of the fast
D-T ions in the different energy groups (Paux = 20
MW, Vi = 1.3 MeV).

Figure 13. Reactor power versus time for different
ITER confinement scaling (Paux = 20 MW, Vi = 1.3
MeV).

The dynamic behavior of ITER has been studied
using a point-kinetics model. A multigroup slowing
down method has been used to treat the thermalization
of the fast fusion a-particles and the injected neutral
beam particles. A simulation of the plasma parameters
and the reactor power for a period of 80 seconds shows
that operation in a steady state mode can be achieved
as long as the beta limit is not violated. An auxiliary
heating scenario of20 MW, 1.3 MeV neutral beam can
achieve this task. It shows also that the dynamics of
ITER depend strongly on the form of the confinement
scaling considered as well as on the behavior of
< (]V> with the ion temperature. It has also been
found that the reactor power can be increased by
increasing the rate of the injected fuel but is insensitive
to the energy of the injected fuel.
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